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WITH US YOU CAN GO AHEAD AND FIND NEW HORIZONS
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SECTORS OF APPLICATION
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CME srl is a company that deals with the production of machines and plants for crushing, 

recovery, selection, washing and recycling of inert material.

RECYCLING :

Recycling is a growing sectorUse waste materials and be able to revalue themto respect the environment, he put 

our technical department to the test to develop new technologies.For many years we have been producing 

machines adapted to the needs of the sector

WATER TREATMENT :

help the customer to save waterwith our clarification plantsWe recycle water on each plant, helping to protect the 

environment and reduce costs  Cost reduction is essential



SECTORS OF APPLICATION
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CME srl is a company that deals with the production of machines and plants for crushing, recovery, 

selection, washing and recycling of inert material.

AGGREGATES : 

The company specializes in the sector of quarries, mines and construction companies. Together with complete 

aggregate treatment plants, it produces and sells machines suitable for the enhancement of aggregates and sands

SPECIAL INDUSTRIAL SANDS :

We have been serving the sand production sector for many yearsindustrial and special for both construction and 

chemicals.With effective systems capable of eliminating residual contaminants as well as dividing the granolumetrie

requested by our customers



SEMIFIX WASHING GROUP AGGREGATE
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MODULAR CME-50-150-200

The expertise gained in many years of 

work led us to design a brand 

new semi-fixed aggregates washing 

plant.

In order to guarantee an excellent 

product to our customers, this plant was 

built according to 

the latesttechnologies available and it is 

characterised by an all-Italian design.

This plant serves 

to screen and wash aggregates of 

different types. The modular frame 

contains the pumps and the washing 

tanks.

MODULAR CME-so many elements in 

a single machine: 

Washing screen (multi-decks)

Sand recovery and washing unit 

Conveyor belts for storage 

Control panel 

All structures and walkways 

ADVANTAGES

3/4various aggregates sizes and 1ou 2 different 

sands

Italian design

electronic control system

pumps, cyclones and pipes coated with anti-

abrasion rubber



SAND RECOVERY UNIT WITH HYDROCYCLONE
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The CME-RSI sand washing units are made with 

modular elements allowing to build standard 

systems for normal applications, as well as to 

customize them to clients needs, sites conditions, 

materials characteristics, quality wanted on 

finished  products. All parts in contact with sand, 

that means cyclones, suction and delivery piping, 

are protected with abrasion resistant rubber

The various components can be factory 

assembled on one single skid or dissociated 

according to space availability. 

The number of cyclones can change based on 

capacity and process flow. 

Systems are designed according to material 

characteristics and specifications requested for 

the products. 

Sand mixed with water arrives into the underneath 

tank from where it will be drawn by a special 

centrifugal pump which also scrub sand grains, 

and send the mix inside the cyclone, where it 

flows downwards in orbital motion. 

Inside the cyclone the centrifugal thrust  pushes 

the sand against the walls and downwards, while 

most of the water containing light small particles 

outcomes from the top of the cyclone; sand with 

some water outcomes from the lower end and falls 

over a flat vibrating sieve; the residual water 

passes through the screen down into the tank 

while the sand goes forwards pushed by 

vibrations, and it slides down from the front ramp.

Equipped with two moto-vibrators the polyurethane sieve assures 

soundless operation and long lifetime; when needed the sieve 

might be partitioned in two sections to produce two different sizes, 

for instance 0.1-2 and 2-5 mm

ADVANTAGES:
recovery of the sand and separation from the silt with 

centrifugation

assembly speed

simple maintenance

low humidity of the outgoing product

increase in the quality level of the product



LOG WASHER
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The Log Washer CME-SP are, in fact, machines 

generally used in quarries for washing very hard 

aggregates, particularly muddy and clayey.  with 

sizes from 6 to 100 mm.

This process takes place by mixing the aggregate 

with intersecting blades with opposite rotation, 

mounted on two shafts inside the tank.

The most modern technologies are adopted for the 

construction of these machines, with the aim of 

obtaining the best results in the context of 

economic management.

ADVANTAGES:

Designed to facilitate installation and handling

simplicity of operation

quality increase of the finished product



INCLINED VIBRATING SCREEN
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The design of each vibrating screen VVI is made by our 

dedicated staff in a way that guarantees a thorough cleaning 

and sieving of all the material coming from quarries. The 

crushed products are then further treated or dry processed.

The screen can be adapted to sieve several grain sizes, by 

simply replacing the perforated plates with special 

polyurethane panels.

The movement is transmitted to the screen by a motor, 

pulleys and V-belts, a gear reducer and an elastic coupling. 

The screen’s rear is supported by rubber-covered wheels, 

ensuring efficiency and resistance. Our standard machine is 

right-handed, but we can provide a left-handed product upon 

request.

ADVANTAGES: 

Simultaneous washing of 4 types of aggregates

Simple replacement of nets or panels

Great cleaning of materials with high pressure spray 

bar

Wide range of selection types



Special sand pumps

 CME supplies pumps equipped with a replaceable

internal wear lining.In chromium-molybdenum cast

iron alloy, or rubber chosen by the customer.The

metal alloy coating is more suitable for coarse

sands but also more durable, being resistant to

these productsThe rubber coating is recommended

in fine sands
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Hydro- cyclones
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 Turbulent motion induced by

orbital entrance.

 The heaviest part of the sand is

pushed against the wall by

centrifugal thrust, and

downwards by gravity.

Most of the water and finest

particles stays in the inner

portion of the cyclone and they

outcome from the upper tube.

Water/sand mix 

inlet

Dirty water 

outlet

Water/sand 

mix outlet



DRYER  SCREEN 
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DRYER SCREEN CME-VAInstalled

above the tank, resting on anti-

vibration springs, activated by two 

vibrators, the drier screen is loaded 

by the sand and water coming out of 

the cyclone.The water flows into the 

tub; several nozzles installed above 

the screen spray clean pressurized 

water on the sand bed to improve 

the cleaning action.The sand pushed 

by vibrations and flowing over the 

polyurethane panels creates a 

further division of the water still 

contained in the sand, with this 

system we will have a final product 

with little humidity



modular washing and screening system
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Global view
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